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OBJECTIVES

After studying this unit you will be able to :
define the relationship between gender and ethnicity;
understand the meaning of gender and ethnicity in a plural society;
describe the relationship between hierarchy and difference;
define the relationshipbetween ethnicity and strattzcation; and
analyse the relationship between gender and stratification.

4.1

INTRODUCTION

This unit seeks to address the new issues of gender and ethnicity in the context of
stratification. Terming them as new is in a sense right and in a sense wrong. It is right in
the sense that these issues have emerged as salient concerns in contemporary times. They
have interrogated existing principles of stratification in manner quite differently from any
time before. But it is wrong in the sense that ethnicifv and gender always existed, were
embedded in the stratification system everywhere but yet went umloticed. This is an
important poiiit. Sociology is perodically forced to seek a review of its concepts and
categories when social movements beg the question.
Before I dwell on questions that gender and ethnicity have raised I would therefore very
briefly look at some points that are pertinent in discussing both in relation to stratification.

4.2

GENDER AND ETHNICITY

In this section we take up tluee issues that could be seen as common between gender and
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4.2.1

Who Are Miioritles?

The United Nations Report (1980) declares:
Women constitute half the world's population, perform nearly two thirds of its work hours,
receive one tenth of the world's income. and own less than one hundredth of the world's
P'OPerty.
The same perhaps could have been said about the Blacks in South ~ l r i c aThey
.
are
minorities in a very substantive sense. I find it useful therefore to agree with Helen Mayer
Hacker's adoption of Louis Wirth's defmition of a minority group which reads: A minority
group is any group of people who because of their physical and cultural characteristics, are
singled out from others in the society which they live for differential and unequal
treatment, and who therefore regard themselves as objects of collective discrimination.
By comparing the situations of American Blacks and women, Hacker indicates some of the
advantages of classifying women as a minority group. Firstly, both groups have 'high
social visibility', Blacks in terms of their 'racial' characteristics and to some extent their
Styles of dress, women in terms of their sexval chardcteristics and feminine clotlles.
Other scholars however disagree with this formulation. Anthony Giddens for example
contends that it seems a little contradictory to tern1 what could consist the lllqjority of the
population a minority group. He opines:
Some have suggested that, since the notion is sociological rather than numerical, a
minority group might in certain circumstances consist of the majority of the population. In
South Afr-ica, for example, a relatively slnall proportion of whites domit~ateamuch larger
number of blacks. However, to use the term 'minority' in such circumstances seems more
than a little contradictory. The fact that blacks are in such a majority makes a difference to
the overall make-up of the society. Similarly, we sometimes hear the pluase 'women and
other minorities' in discussion of inequalities in the Western world, although women form
over half the population. It seems least likely to confuse us if we use the tern1 'minority
group' only where the people discriminated against do not make up the bulk of the
populace.

4.2.2 .Ethnic Minorities
Giddals however enlphasised that the notion of ethnic minorities or n~horitygroups so
widely used in Sociology involves more than mere numbers. But feels that the three
features that define minority groups in sociology would not hold water so far as women are
a numerically majority group like the Blacks of South Africa are concerned. The three
features of a minority group would be:
i)

Its members are disadvantaged, as aresult of discrimination against then1 by others.
Discrimination exists when rights and opportunities open to one set of people are
denied to another group.

ii)

Members of the minority have some sense of group solidarity, of 'belonging
together'. Experience of being the subject of prejudice and discrinlination usually
heightens feelings of common loyalty and interests. Members of minority groups
often tend to see themselves as 'a people apart' from the illajority.

iii)

Minority groups are usually to some degree physically and socially isolated fromthe
larger conlmunity, They tend to be concentrated in certain neigl~bourhoods.cities or
regions of a country. There is little intermarriagebetween those in the iiajority and
members of the minority group. People in the nunority group might actively promote
endogamy (marriage within the group) in order to keep alive their cultural
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Discuss with va~iouspeople and students ilt the study centre the notion of minorities
including the ethnic minorities. Note down your results in your notebook.
Sig~lificantlyGiddens emphasises tlie fact tliat minorities in sociological terms is not a
matter of numbers. If we take the first point of 'discrimination' or 'disadvantaged', yes,
this holds true for women as a group, howevcr s l i q the differences within the group are
concerned, While the fornl and intensity of discrimination varies widely, it would not be
wrong to state that in all societies women are disadvantaged in relation to men.
Mafrilineal societies like the -is
are often cited to rebuff the idea that women in all
societies are discrinlinated. Recent writings have shown how even among a matrilineal
society like the Khasis, control of property and decision ~nakingwithin the family (the
private domain) often resides with the male head-tlie brother instead of the husband. And
significantly in the public domain women are woefully represented in the political
structures and processes. The second point is of some interest for with Uie womens'
movement the sense of solidarity and 'belonging together' has become a social fact of
some consequence. Perhaps writing this unit itself is a fall out of this development.
Governmeim, law making bodies, international organisations have responded in some
measure or the other to the 'solidarity' of the wome~is'movements. Universities have
realised that new perspectives that have emerged as a fall out of the women's movement
should be incorporated within the syllabus. The third point about physical and social
isolation, this matterhas been of crucial significance for t l ~ women's'
e
movements.
- -

-

Box 4.01
Activists m d theorists have been acutely aware of the fact unlike some 'minorities'
women are not segregated from men. Indeed often women and men in families
are involved in deep emotional relationships which are at once oppressive and
sometimes violent. Giddens is right when he contends that women do not live in
segregated parts of a town or city or villaye.,Many minorities do but many do
not. It need not be the defining characteristic of a minority.

.

The point being made is that despite inportant differences in a very important sense
ethnic groups and wornen are niarginal in decision ~ilaking,less powerful, less visible, and
more often than not prejndiced against. Thereforepercieving them as a minority is a step
in recognition of their disadvantageousposition.

4.2.3 Inequality and Difference
There has been a tendency to assume in stratification studies that stratification implies
heirarchy and inequality. Dipankar Gupta has sought to clarity that the common textbook
analogy of stratas to geological layers within the earth's crust is misleading. It is
misleading because in Guptas' words:
It might figuratively persuade one to believe that stratification always
implies layers that are vertically or hierarchically mdnged. For a true
understanding of stratification we should be able to collceptually isolate it
from hierarchy, as the latter is but one of the nunifestations of the former.
(Gupta 1991: 6)
Gupta argues not all systems of stratification are hierarchical. Some are, but many we not.

Differences rather tlian hierarchy are dominant in some stratificatory
systems. In other words, the constitutive elements of these differences are
such that any attempt to see them hierarchially would do offence to the
logical property of these very elements. The layers in this case are not
arranged vertically or hierarcically,but horizontally or even separately.
(Gupta 1991: 7)
As an illustration of such a form of stratification where differences hold supreme Gupta
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Such an arrangement can be easily illustrated in the case of language.
religion or nationalities. It would be futile, and indeed capricious, if any
attempt was made to hierarchize languages or reIigions or
nationalities.. .India again is an appropriate place to denlonstrate this variety
of social stratification. The various Ianguages that are spoken in India speak
eloquently of an horizontal system of social stratification where differences
are paramount. Secular India again provides an example of religious
stratificationwhere religions are not hierarchized or unequally priveleged in
law, but have thc freedom to exist separately in full knowledge of their
intrinsic difference. (ibid)
The point being made is that there is no logical reason to hierarchise difference such as
linguistic, religious, ethnic or gender for that matter But as Gupta himself acknowledges,
"In the eyes of most people religions, languages, sexes, natioi~alitiesare all hierarchizedthough it would be difficult to get an unambigous statenlent of the criteria on the basis of
which these hierarchies are constructed. In fact, a worthwhile question for a sociologist is
to ask: Why is it that people tend to hierarchize horizontal differentiations mllose logical
property is equality'?(Gupta: 1991:9)

4.2.4

Hierarchy and Difference

The importance of logical distinctions notwithstanding, differences are llierarchised. Both
ethnic minorities and women face a great deal of antagonism, prejudices and
discrinlination.Prejudice operates nxiinly through the use of stereotypical thinking. All
thought involves categories by means of which we classify experience. Someti~l~es,
however, these categories are both ill-informed and rigid. And where stereotypes are
associated with fear and anxiety, the situation is difficult. A white person may feel that all
blacks are lazy and stupid. A man may believe all women are foolish and hysterical An
uppercaste Hindu, may feel that the minority is panlpered Sociologistshave used thc
concept of displacement for such exercises of scapegoating.
Stereotypingis often closely linked to the psychological mechanism of displacement. In
displacemenj, feelings of hostility or anger become directed against objects that are not the
real origin of these anxieties. In other words what it means is that in times of acute
unemployn~ent,other ethnic groups or women nlay be blamed, scipegoated, for taking up
jobs that should have been otherwise theirs.
To return to our moot point, cven though differences are not necessarity unequal or
hierarchical, in practice both gender and ethic@ are attributed with features of both
heierachy and inequality.

4.2.5

Gender and Ethnic Differences

Both women and ethnic groups have high visibility. They 'look' different. While a
minority ethnic group in the United States of America may look different by mlour, hair
and facial features, a woman ought to look different. Not only is she supposed to be shorter
than 'her' men folks, be weaker, weigh less but also dress, walk, speak. gesticulate
differently. Both the ethnic minority and women are also attributed with other qualities
which are not selfevidently obvious. All of you, I am sure will know of some proved or
the other in your languagesldialects where women are described as unreliable, loose
mouthed, frivolous, cunning, manipulative, weak. The list can go on. The point being
made is that the lines between natural differences and socially acquired differences are
blurred. And once the differences are seen as natural, it also implies that they cannot be
changed.
Feminist scholarship has emphasised the importance of differentiating sex from gender.
Giddens writes:

42

The word 'sex' as used in ordinary language, is ambiguous, refening both to
a category of person and to acts which people engage- that is, when we use
the word in phrases like 'having sex'. For the sake of clarity, wc nlust
'
separate these two senses. We can distinguish 'sex' meaning biological or
anatomical differences between wamen and men from sexual activity. We

need also to make a further important distinction between sex and gender.
Wlule sex refers to physical differences of the body, gender concerns the
psychological, social and cultural differences between males and females.
This distinction between sex and gender is fundamental, since many
differencesbetween males and fenlales are not biological in origin.
While westenl social science is very sensitive to the rdcelethnic question, it is still not an
entirely uncommon practice to colfflate cultural and natural differences. Giddens writes:
Ethnicity refers to cultural practices and outlooks that distinguishes a given
community of people. Members of ethnic groups see thenlselves as culturally
distinct from other groupings in a society, and are seen by those others to be
so Many different chardcteristics may serve to distinguish ethnic groups
from one another, but the most usual are language, history or ancestry (real
or imagined), religion, and styles of dress or adornment. Ethnic differences
are wholly learned, a point which seems self evident until we reinenlber how
often such groups have been regarded as 'born to rule' or, alternatively, have
been seen as 'unintelligent, 'intlately lazy and so forth. (Giddens 1989: 244)

The important point to notice that in both the case of women and ethnic minority, the
tendency of the doininant sections of society is to attribute qualities as naturally given,
biologically endowed. It is also important to state that the ethnic group in question or
women are compliant in accepting a self definition that has been endowed socially on them.
This would explain a Black girls' preference for white dolls in America where ilotions of
%eautyare deeply ingrained. Or an Indian woman would be empowered with the birth of a
'son and look down on other women who in her eyes were not so fortunate.
Apart from the important distinction between 'gender' and 'sex', other feminist scholars
have argued that gender is a set of perfornlances. From the time we are born a baby learns
how to perform in the right geildered manner. They have also argued that the gendered
differences are arbitrary and often what is considered 'nule' and what is considered
'felnale' behaviourvary widely both across cultures and in time. The basic point is that
gender is a social construct not a natural given. The same is true for ethnic group. Black is
different from white. It seems a natural and self evident fact. But the meaning which we
given 'black' and 'white' are social. And what is social is often power loaded. Hence since
the dominant groups in the world perceive white to be good and fair, even the black tends
to think so just as the womm learns to be the 'weaker' sex.
Check Your Progress 1

1)

Write a brief note on ethnic minorities. Use about five lines for your answer.

..............................................................
..............................................................
..............................................................
..............................................................

..............................................................
..............................................................
2)

Briefly outline gender and ethnic differences. Use about five lines for your answer.
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4.3

ETHNICITY AND STRATIFICATION

Most modern societies include numerous different ethnic groups. In Britain, Irish. Asian
(many within Asian), West Indian, Italian and Greek immigrants live. Thc question that
arises however is when we refer to a society, are we necessarily refemng to a state ? Most
often yes, we do. Hence we refer to an Indian society, A Pakistani society, American
society and so on. What we are essentially refemng to are plural entities witli n m p
'societies and cultures' and one state. Many argue that the different cultural groups are
'nations'. Others call them 'ethnic groups'. Are they the same?
It will be of interest to review some of the formulations. Giddens writes:
Many societies in the world today, in the industrialised and nonindustrialised world alike, are plural societies. Plural societies are those in
which there are several large ethnic groupings, involved in tlie saine
political and economic order but othenvise largely distinct froin one another.
(Giddens 1989: 244)
Anthony Smith t h i s nationalism emerged from conunon bonds of religion, language,
customs, shared history and conlmon myths of origin; ' ....in a later work lie refers to
modem ethnic revivals taking the from of nationalism and defines ' . ."et1ulicwor ethnic
community as a social group whose members share a sense of cornmoll origin, claim a
common and distinctive history and destiny, possess one or inore distincti\re characteristics
and feel a sense of collective uniqueness and solidarity'

.

Does this mean there is no distinction between nation and ethnic and hence etlulicity and
nationality'?Not quite says Smith. Ethnic is a passive notion and nationality is active
ethnicity because ethnic revival is ' ...the transfomlation of passive, often isolated and
politically excluded communities into potential and actual nations, actilre, participant and
self-conscious in their historic identities' . Despite this overlap Oomen feels that there is a
crucial difference between them which can be located in the territorial dimension.

4..3.1 Nationalism and Ethnicity
Nationalism is also a form of etlulicity but it is a special fonll. It is the instihitionalisationof
one particular ethnic identity by attaching it to tl19 state. Ethnic groups do not necessarily
act together except when they have a special interest to secure. When those interests are to
obtain a state of its own (or part of a state) the group is a nationality.
Where does stratification fit in'?
Women's clarification helps answer this to a certain extent. The salient feature Worsley
mentions are deprivations enlanating out of inequality, materid deprivation and denial of
cultural identity. His argument is that if there is no common language and temtory
ethnicity caiulot constitute itself into a nation. This aspect is not of i~lunediateconcern to
us here. What is of importance that groups are disadvantaged not Just because of class or
caste. But also because of ethnicity.
In India therefore studies of stratification have to address not just issues of caste, class but
tribes and conmlunities-religiousAinguistic1regioi.The last decade or more has
witnessed a surge of ethniclnational revivals. One inay identify several sihiatioils where
'etlulicity' or outsider identity becoines salient vis4-vis 'nationality' or insider identity
i)

The demand for a distinct homeland based on religion (e.g. tile demand for a
sovereign state by a section of the Sikhs) or language (e.g. tile Tamil demand for a11
independent state).

ii)

The demand for a political-administrativeunit within the Indian state (e g.
Gorkhaland for Nepalis, Jharkand state for the tribes of Central India)

iii)

The demand for expulsion of 'outsiders' when the entire state is engulfed by i~ugrants

I

from other states or neighbouring countries (e.g. in Assam and Tripura).
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iv)

The demand for the expulsion of vides his (foreigners)belonging to other folk
regions urithm the state (e g. the Chotanagpur tribal demand to expel fellow Biharis of
the plains) or from other state (Bengalis or Marwaris).

v)

The demand to expel those who do not belong to the same cultural region although
they are fromthe same state (e.g. the demand for the expulsion of Andluas from the
Telangana region).

vi)

The demand to expel migrants from other linguistic states who come to work and
reside in metropolitan centres (e.g. mobilization against Tanuls in Bombay and
Bangalore).

4.3.2

The Nature of Ethnic Groups

The examples that have been drawn fromtlle Indian context and the international context
nlakes one thing clear. Ethnic groups, however one defines them tend to be disadvantaged
in someway to both t!e state and the doninant group. As suggested by some, ethnicity has
assumed many diverse meanings. In the Middle East, the more substantive research on
ethnicity has shown that this term has replaced the notion of minorities employed. It has
been suggested that there exists a core Arab identity whose hallmarks are on the ethnic
dinlension, Arab language and culture and on the religious dimension Islam. The others
are minorities in the sense that they are disadvantaged to the core Arab. Interestingly, The
Oxford English Dictionary (196 1) defines the adjective 'ethnic' as 'pertaining to nations
not'christians or Jewish; Gentile, heathen, pagan.
Whatever nlay be scholarly differences between how we ought to define ethnicity, the moot
point is that generally ethnic groups are those groups in a society which are located at a
disadvantage either to the state or the dominant droup of society or more often to both. In
a plural country like ours we have to take ethnicity as a principle of stratification. Some
people may belong to an econon~icallyaffluent class and yet be culturally disadvantaged
for not belonging to the dominant group which is often perceived as the nornl. The
Japanese American of three generdtions may be still asked if he is an American. An
English American of one year migration will be accepted as American because he is white,
Cluistian and English speaking. As a Manipuri student expressed it on TV that while in
Manipur nobody asked him whether he was or not an Indian, in Delhi people did.
Box 4.02
Studies on ethnic groups whether in a developed society like the United States of
America or whether in India raise issues linked to the basic question of relations
with the majority culture, of assimilation versus accomodation, and of poverty,
inequality, isolation and discrimination.The relevance of the discussions on these
issues need not be overemphasised for the contemporary Indian society where
the cliched phrase, most often used for a recalcitrant ethnic group, like 'drawing
them into the mainstream', has been increasingly questioned. The American
experience does not seem to have been too different for there is a prevailing
American ethos that members of ethnic groups should assimilate into the
mainstream culture. Members of diverse ethnic groups who operate in the
mainstream are expected to become bicultural, while few whites feel that need.

4.3.3 Ethnicity and Family
Ethnicity cannot be separated from our fanulies for the diverse process of socializing
children in ethnically diverse families has far reaching consequence. This in part explains
the the concept "ethclass" which explains the role that social class nlenlbership plays in
defining the basic condition of life influenced by ethnicity at the same time that it accounts
for diierences between groups at the same social class level.
Studies of Stratification-Unequal access to resources which are both material and non-
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material have to therefore take account of ethnicity. As S h m a says "an etlulic groups may
be considered as a stratum in a given system of social stratification. It is possible because
ethnicity is accompanied with class and power".

4.4

GENDER AND STRATIFICATION

Sh~diesof stratification were for many years 'gender blind'- they were written as though
women did not exist, or as though for purposes of malysing divisioils of power. wealth
and prestige, women were uninlportalt and uniteresting. Yet gender itself is one of the
most profound examples of stratification. There are no societies in the world in which men
do not in some aspects of social life, have more wealth, status and influeilce than women.
There are many reasons for this matter of gender to be ignored. To return to our discussing
the similarities in the gender and ethnicity issues, women for the very large part are
considered to be naturally inferior. The phenomenon of women being marginal and the
weaker sex was taken so literally that a womens' movement was needed to challenge the
assumption. That is to question inequality of gender and ask why women are u~lequally
placed. Studies on stratification have for the most part assumed that the position of women
can be derived from the position of her husband, father, brother or whosoever happens to
be the male head of the household. That the head of the household would be a male went
unquestioned. Actually it is not such a taken for granted matter. Recent shldies have found
many women headed household. Credit organisations have found it more prod~lctiveto
lend out money to women rather than to men. Success stories of women-not just big
entrepreneursbut poor village women (fishenvoman, agriculturalist.weaver) have
increasingly come to be known. The mistaken assunlptions of the hequalities being
naturally derived from biological facts and of men being natural and ~uliversalhead of
households have led studies of stratificationto ignore gender as a principle of
stratification.
As this lesson shows, academics now realise that gender has to be taken serious note of as
a principle of stratification. Shanna has introduced the new issue of gender ;u~dethnicity
in his recent work on stratification.Debates have sought to sort out whether inequalities in
modem times revolve around class. Or does gender play a critical role.

4.4.1

Inequalities of-Gender

Inequalities of gender are more deep-rooted historically than class systems: men have
superior standing to women even in hunting and gathering societies, where there are no
classes. In modern societies however so fundamei~talare class divisions, they tend to
overlap substantially with gender differences. The material position of women tends to
reflect that of their fathers or husbands. Hence some scholars argue that gender equalities
can be explained mainly in class terms. Frank Parkin has expressed this aspect very well.
Female status certainly carries with it many disadvantages conyared with that of males in
various areas of social life including enqloyment opportunities,property ownership,
income and so on. However, these inequalities associated with sex differences are not
usefully thought of as components of stratification.This is because for the great majority
of women the allocation of social and economic rewards is determined primarily by the
position of their families and, in particular, that of the male head. Although women today
share certain status attributes in conunon, simply by virtue of their sex, their claims over
resources are not primarily determined by their occupation but, more coinlllonly, by that of
their father or husbands. And if the wives and daughters of wealthy Ia~downers,there can
be no doubt that the differences in their overall situation are far more striking and
significant. Only if the disabilities attaching to female status were felt to be so great as to
ovemde differences of a class kind would it be realistic to regard sex as ;UI important
dimension of stratification.
-

Activity 2
Why are there gender inequalities'! Talk to various people including students in
the study centre regarding this topic. Note down your findings in your notebook

At face value there seems no error in the above fom~ulation.Indeed most women know
that their everday lives are defined in tenns of fathers and husbands. A senior govenl~llent
officer's wife who may be employed will tend to be known by her husbands position,
rather than her own public position. The status of the family would be derived from that of
the male head. Tlie matter does not rest here however if we pursue the point more closely.

4.4.2
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Patriarchy and Gender

i)

The ideas which we have about fanlilies are drawn mostly from our immediate
experience. And if we happen to belong to the middle class or the lower and upper
midder class urban dweller the male headed nucleur family is a nomlative fact. By
nomlative I mean that not only will tl~ispattern be empirically true for many, but that
the other kind of families will be seen as an anomaly. A woman headed household
would be seen as an aberration.

ii)

Following from this normative aspect, the state will have various laws derived from a
niodel of nlale headed nucleur family as the nonn. Many women who are heads of
households, thereby had to face a situation where they were not entitled to be a
beneficiary under an anti-poverty scheme on the grounds that since she was a wonmn
she could not be the head of household. Here is an instance where the nomztive
reality edges out the empirical reality.

iii)

The fomlulation that since the earnings of the male head is the most significant factor,
the status of the women, even if she is earning, would not alter the situation can be
criticised in several ways.

iv)

In a substantial proportion of the households the income of the women is essential to
maintaining the family's economic position and mode of life. In these circumstance
wonle11's paid employment in some parts determine the class position of the
households:

v)

A wife's employment nlay affect the status of the husband, not simply the other way
around. Although women rarely earn ruore than their husbands, the working situation
of a wife might still be the 'lead' factor in influencingthe class of her husband Tllis
could be &c case, for instance if the husband was a semi skilled blue-collar worker
and the wife employed in a garment factory. The wire's occupation nlay set tlie
standard of the position of the falllily a whole.

vi)

Many 'cross-class' households exist, in which the work of the husband is in a higher
class category than that of the wife or (less commonly) the other way around. Since
few studies have been carried out looking at the consequences of this, we cannot
know if it is always appropriate to take the occupation of the male as the determining
ilfluence.

vii) l11e proportion of families in which women are the sole breadwinners is increasing.
It is worthwhile to explore the inlplicatioils for this emerging trend. There are n m y
dimensions to this phel~omenon.Often it is stated that in the west because of the changing
sexual norms and won~en'sindependence there are more single parent, women headed
households. Indeed this is true. But not fully Even in earlier decades both our and their
society had plenty of cases of deserted women, abducted and then stranded. 'Fallen
women' very often were heads of households too. Stratificationtheories were not equipped
to analyse this occurrence because they did not use gender as an analytical category to
understand how patriarchy was reproduced tlu-ough both class and family and ethnicity.
The male headed nonnative fanlily could retain its purity and authenticity by affording a
space for the men to have liasons outside both class. Women from the middle class,
uppercaste on the other hand would fall outside the class and fanlily if she had liasons
outside marriage. The caste system in India with its rule of hypergarny meant tho1 ;I
wonran could only marry within the caste or a caste above. The reverse could not take
place take placc. Gcnder as a principle of stratification therefore has to take into account
not only if women members in a family have a status derived from the male head but also

L
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liow patriarchy operated diffeientially to inen and women. Issues of coiitrol of sexuality,
norms of chastity, social sanction against women seen as violators of fanlily. class, ethnic
norms, double standards to n d e and female sexual practices should all be taken account
of when discussing stratification and gender.

4.4.3

Ethnicity and Cultural Deprivation

When discussing ethliicity and stratification we found that ethnicity was important in
detemuning niaterial arid cultural deprivatioii just as liiuch as class or caste was. This is
true even in the case of gender. In India womei~s'iiiovements have taken up the issue of
access to aid control of land. While women worked on tlie fields and i l extended
agricultural work in rural areas, law and custom denied them right to land. In the early
years of conununist China land rights to woillen were a rn?jor issue. With land reforms
and the resultant issue of land deeds, policy makers realised that though the unit for the
land deed was the family, it had to be explicitly taken into account that both Inen and
women have equal rights to land.
This brings us to the important question about the f'mlily and gender related to basic
issues of stratification like unequal access to resources -cultural and niaterial. Many
landed families in our country would educate their sons but not their daughter. Many
landless family may take their sick son to the doctor, not their sick daughter. Many middle
class families may educate their daugliter enough to teach her children if required but not
to earn a living. In other words.even though men and women belong to the same family of
the class, they are differently located in their access to nlaterial and non-ii~~terial
resources.

Check Your Progress 2
1)

Discuss natioilalism and etlulicity. Use about five lines for your answer.

..............................................................
..............................................................
..............................................................
..............................................................
..............................................................
2)

Write a note on patriarchy and gender. Use about five lines for your answer.

..............................................................
..............................................................
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LET US SUM UP

Living in India , it is not easy to be unaware of differences in wealth ;uld power, statuses
and priveleges. Distinctions are all around us. It is not therefore surprisi~gtllat sociology
of India has concerned itself so much with issues of stratification. India has long been
reckoned as the most stratified of all known societies. sociologists have observed that the

I
1

caste system with its many forms of superordination and subordination is perhaps most
responsible for this. Anthropologists and sociologists have provided detailed studies of
diffefent castes and tribes. Policy makers and sociologists have engaged with questions of
cultural diversity and economic inequality- central issues of social stratification. As
Dipankar Gupta observes:

Stratification : Irnplicatians of
Gender and Ethnidty

This is reflected in our Constitution which makes any discrimination based on caste,
language, religion or creed illegal. Clearly the founders of independent India had
pondered deeply over the cardu~alfeatures of social stratification in our society. (Gupta
1991: 1-2)
The Constit~ltionhas also clearly mentioned that discrimination based on sex is illegal.
However unlike other principles of stratification, gender was given a short shrift. In a
sense it retreated from the public discourse. As for studies on stratification, gender did no1
seriously feature as a principle at all. The last twenty years have seriously altered this.
Feminists have interrogated the concepts of class and caste, household and family to
explore how they operated on a gender blind principle The Constitutioil lus also decried
discrinlination based on caste and creed. The last twenty years have also seen an assertion
of ethnic groups to nlake good the promise of the Constitution. Sociologists have
recoguised that assertions of etlmic identities are closely linked with unequal access to
material and non-material resources. It is therefore the stuff of inequality and

4.6

KEY WORDS

Ethnicity : This refers to cultural practices and outlooks that distinguishes a given
community of people.
Gender :

This refers to the Cultural and Social ideas that 90 with the upbringing
which themselves create the aotions of malelfemale; manlwoman.

Hierarchy : Thjs is a ladder of command which indicates in itsxelfthe status of a group.
The highest status group is often at the top of the hierarchy
l'atriarchy : A social group like the family with authority rested in a male head.
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Gupta Dipankar ed. 1991 Social StratiJication(Oxford University Press: New Delhi)
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SPECIMEN ANSWERS TO CHECK YOUR

II

I

Check Your Progress 1
1)

Ethnic minorities are minority groups which has several features which are:
1) Its members are disadvantaged as a result of dicrimination against them. ii)
members of the minority have a sense of groups solidcuity,iii) they are isolated
'
socially from the majority community.
2) Both women and ethnic groups have a high visibility. They look different and
behave in a different way. Thus what happens is that natural and social differences
get less distinct. Further natural differences seem lo viewed as ingrained.However
it must be made clear that gender is not a nahual condition (biological) but a cultural
one.

I

I

Introducing Social Stratification

Check Your Progress 2
1)

We must point out that nationalism is itself a form of ethnicity. It is made so by
institutionalization of one ethnic identity with the state. However the difference is
which ethnic groups nlay not act together, unless required the state is expected to be
one. On the other hand ethnic groups have oftell khad movements for statehood.

2)

Patriarchy always favours men and had men as authority figures. It follows the state
ends up favouring males. Usually men earn move than women and this reinforces
their authority. However in cases where the woman is eming subst~u~tially
this
reinforces the man's position and it is usually not the other way around finally in the
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